Dead Sexy Two Tales Of Vampire Erotica
Eventually, you will very discover a new experience and exploit by spending more cash. nevertheless when? do you admit that you require to get
those every needs past having significantly cash? Why dont you try to acquire something basic in the beginning? Thats something that will lead you
to comprehend even more nearly the globe, experience, some places, past history, amusement, and a lot more?
It is your definitely own mature to piece of legislation reviewing habit. accompanied by guides you could enjoy now is Dead Sexy Two Tales Of
Vampire Erotica below.

Drop Dead Sexy - Tracy St. John 2014-08-26
Escort Brandilynn Payson is shocked to discover she's dead. Even worse,
she's the latest victim of the Fulton Fall Ripper, a vampire serial killer.
Being deceased is no obstacle for fun however, and Brandilynn quickly
proves she's the life of the after-death party. But her killer is still on her
trail, and she learns there are worse things than death to worry about.
Mild BDSM, including anal play/intercourse, bondage, Dom/sub play,
spankings, and multiple sexual partners (m/f/m).
Dark Thirst - Donna Hill 2004-10-01
A collection of vampire tales with an African American flavor includes six
tales of the undead by some of today's leading African American writers,
including Omar Tyree, Donna Hill, and Monica Jackson.
The Gilda Stories - Jewelle Gomez 2016-05-02
"The Gilda Stories is groundbreaking not just for the wild lives it
portrays, but for how it portrays them--communally, unapologetically,
roaming fiercely over space and time."--Emma Donoghue, author of
Room "Jewelle Gomez sees right into the heart. This is a book to give to
those you want most to find their own strength."—Dorothy Allison This
remarkable novel begins in 1850s Louisiana, where Gilda escapes slavery
and learns about freedom while working in a brothel. After being
initiated into eternal life as one who "shares the blood" by two women
there, Gilda spends the next two hundred years searching for a place to
call home. An instant lesbian classic when it was first published in 1991,
The Gilda Stories has endured as an auspiciously prescient book in its
explorations of blackness, radical ecology, re-definitions of family, and
yes, the erotic potential of the vampire story. Jewelle Gomez is a writer,
activist, and the author of many books including Forty-Three
Septembers, Don't Explain, The Lipstick Papers, Flamingoes and Bears,
and Oral Tradition. The Gilda Stories was the recipient of two Lambda
Literary Awards, and was adapted for the stage by the Urban Bush
Women theater company in thirteen United States cities. Alexis Pauline
Gumbs was named one of UTNE Reader's 50 Visionaries Transforming
the World, a Reproductive Reality Check Shero, a Black Woman Rising
nominee, and was awarded one of the first-ever "Too Sexy for 501c3"
trophies. She lives in Durham, North Carolina. More praise for The Gilda
Stories: "Jewelle's big-hearted novel pulls old rhythms out of the earth,
the beauty shops and living rooms of black lesbian herstory, expressed
by the dazzling vampire Gilda. Her resilience is a testament to black
queer women’s love, power, and creativity. Brilliant!"--Joan Steinau
Lester, author of Black, White, Other "In sensuous prose, Jewelle Gomez
uses the vampire story as a vehicle for a re-telling of American history in
which the disenfranchised finally get their say. Her take on queerness,
community, and the vampire legend is as radical and relevant as ever."-Michael Nava, author of The City of Palaces "The Gilda Stories are both
classic and timely. Gilda emphasizes the import of tenets at the crux of
black feminism while her stories ring with the urgency of problems that
desperately need to be resolved in our current moment."--Theri A.
Pickens, author of New Body Politics "The Gilda Stories was ahead of its
time when it was first published in 1991, and this anniversary edition
reminds us why it's still an important novel. Gomez's characters are
rooted in historical reality yet lift seductively out of it, to trouble
traditional models of family, identity, and literary genre and imagine for
us bold new patterns. A lush, exciting, inspiring read."--Sarah Waters,
author of Tipping the Velvet " . . . its focus on a black lesbian who
possesses considerable agency througout the centuries, and its
commentary on gender and race, remain significant and powerful."-Publishers Weekly
Sacrifice - Katee Robert 2022
All my life, I've wanted nothing more than to escape my father's
compound. Half human, half vampire, I have none of the perks and all of
the weaknesses. Well, my father's finally found a use for me. He's sent
me to Malachi Zion, the last vampire in his family. My role is to play
resident blood bank and, should Malachi knock me up, my father gets
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access to a whole new bloodline to control. No one asks me what I want.
But the longer I spend with Malachi, the more I realize that he's not the
monster I first thought, which makes it harder to resist the heat that
flares between us. And then his two friends show up and complicate
things exponentially. As long as we're stuck in this house together, I'm a
trap just waiting to be sprung. But if we break free, there's nothing
holding these vampires to me... In gaining the one thing I want more
than anything--my freedom--I might just lose everything.
Queen of the Dead - M. Sinclair 2019-08-21
*48k words of Fast, Funny, & Sexy - Enjoy!*Do you know what's better
than being Queen of the Dead? Having four sexy friends that aren't
romantically interested in you. I'm joking, it sucks. Can I really blame
them though? I mean sure, I'm a total bad*ass and babe. But why would
two sexy vampires, a century-old demon, and wolf shifter be interested in
little old me? Now, I don't want to discredit myself because let me be
clear... I'm awesome. The fun kick*ss leather wearing type of awesome
that hangs out with the dead because frankly, the living are pretty
annoying. Well, most of them anyway. Being Queen has always come
easy to me. I mean who doesn't like putting some jerk in his place?
Lately, though, something has changed and I feel the trouble coming like
a storm rolling in. Despite my boys not reciprocating my crush, I know
they will always be by my side. Though, I do wonder why they are acting
so weird about the local demi-god of luck and VooDoo priest's attention. I
mean, I have to date eventually, right? Right?! Apparently, not if my
friends have anything to say about it.This is why I stick to the dead and
not the living. They are so complicated. Current release date is NOT set
to change, however, any updates will be posted on my social media page.
Check out my author information for updates and content extras!
*Fantasy RH* This is a light-hearted, semi-satirical, and fairly fast-paced
reverse harem. You can bet that our characters will be swearing up a
storm in New Orleans and expect elements of horror such as gore,
violence, and an array of other topics dealing with death. Sexual themes
are suitable for mature audiences. +18
The Dirtiest Daddy - Collection of 150 Sexy Erotic Short Hot Stories Aminah Ashley 2020-09-22
Enjoy this collection of sinfully delicious Erotica Tales An explicit bundle
of HARDCORE household erotica! 150 stories of forbidden, innocent
women TAKING EVERY INCH of goodness in their tight, tempting -- well,
flip open this collection to find out! Keywords: short sex stories, erotica
short stories, free erotica books, older man younger woman, victorian
erotica, historical erotica, multiple partners, first time erotica, virgin
erotica, free eroctica, sex, erotic domination, submission, humiliation,
punishment, humiliated, punished, bondage, spanked, spanking, vibrator,
dildo, erotic breeding, bareback, ebooks series, schoolgirl, young teen,
girl, teenager, examination, lgbt, cuckold, anal, toy, rough, sexy short
erotica, xxx, taboo, wife, fuck, hot, lesbian, toys, sister step, sexy women,
milf collection, 18, dp, books, daddy erotika, gay, erotic, butt, men, dirty,
big black cock, sex, forced, mommy, her, bisexual, romance, for, sexy,
dick, menage, first time, adult, fiction, bdsm, interracial, bisexual, milf
short erotica, xxx adults, sexy women, filthy, best taboo, mommy, virgin,
smut, collection, compilation, anthology, anal, daddy, bbw porn, bbw sex,
free BBW, xxx bbw, adult short stories free, box set, threesome,
threesome erotica, threesome bundle, threesome collection, taboo,
forbidden, kinky, sexy, man of the house, erotica, erotic stories, bundle,
collection, anthology.
Dead Sexy Vampire Erotica - Kim Corum 2009-09
For those who love variety in their vampire erotica, "Dead Sexy Vampire
Erotica: Two Dark and Thirsty Stories" serves up tales that are dark,
light, and most of all, extremely sexy.
Pretty Dead - Francesca Lia Block 2009-09-22
People pity me, but mostly they feel envy. I have all the luxury and
freedom a girl my age could want. Something is happening to Charlotte
Emerson. Like the fires that are ravaging the hills of Los Angeles, it
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consumes her from the inside out. But whether it is her eternal
loneliness, the memory of her brother, the return of her first love, or the
brooding, magnetic Jared—she cannot say. What if it's something more . .
. Something to do with the sudden tear in her perfect nails. The heat she
feels when she's with Jared. The blood rushing once again to her cheeks
and throughout her veins. For Charlotte is a vampire, witness to almost a
century's worth of death and destruction. But not since she was a human
girl has mortality touched her. In what way will you be transformed?
Until now.
Pandora - Anne Rice 2010-11-17
Anne Rice, creator of the Vampire Lestat, the Mayfair witches and the
amazing worlds they inhabit, now gives us the first in a new series of
novels linked together by the fledgling vampire David Talbot, who has set
out to become a chronicler of his fellow Undead. The novel opens in
present-day Paris in a crowded café, where David meets Pandora. She is
two thousand years old, a Child of the Millennia, the first vampire ever
made by the great Marius. David persuades her to tell the story of her
life. Pandora begins, reluctantly at first and then with increasing passion,
to recount her mesmerizing tale, which takes us through the ages, from
Imperial Rome to eighteenth-century France to twentieth-century Paris
and New Orleans. She carries us back to her mortal girlhood in the world
of Caesar Augustus, a world chronicled by Ovid and Petronius. This is
where Pandora meets and falls in love with the handsome, charismatic,
lighthearted, still-mortal Marius. This is the Rome she is forced to flee in
fear of assassination by conspirators plotting to take over the city. And
we follow her to the exotic port of Antioch, where she is destined to be
reunited with Marius, now immortal and haunted by his vampire nature,
who will bestow on her the Dark Gift as they set out on the fraught and
fantastic adventure of their two turbulent centuries together. Look for
Anne Rice’s new book, Prince Lestat and the Realms of Atlantis, coming
November 29, 2016.
Midnight Thirsts - Greg Herren 2004
Hungry, ruthless and irresistibly erotic. Succumb to desire as dark and
mysterious as the men featured in these four tales of sensual - and
deliciously sinister - passion. Indulge in the forbidden pleasures of the
vampire in this collection of lushly erotic stories that will make readers'
blood run hot...
Tla Film & Video Guide - Wax 1994-07

handle anything after what she has gone through until she comes face to
face with the handsome doctor, Ashton Mieras. Ashton is the head of the
research lab and he’s dark and secretive as well as beautiful and sexy.
Dakota falls in love with him. He’s her first love and she's intrigued by
this man. Who is this man Dakota has fallen for? Why does he look at her
as if he loathes her one minute and the next he treats her tender as if
she’s the most precious thing on earth? She discovers that being in love
with Ashton comes at a price after she unearths his secrets. Can she pay
the price, or will she embrace the life that’s been thrust on her? key
words freebie, vampire free books, the vampire blood, the vampire,
vampires new adult, new adult vampire diaries, vampire romance,
vampire romance, vampire romance, vampire romance, the vampire
diaries, the vampire diaries, free free hot vampire 1st, in a series, free
hot vampire 1st, in series, freebie vampire, 1st book in series, free,
freebie, free, free vampire romance, freebie hot vampire, hot werewolf
romance, free, free, freebie, romance, free new adult vampire romance,
free new adult, new adult, freebie, free, freebie vampires free mystery
thriller, free vampire romance, free mystery thriller, free vampire, new
adult free vampire thriller, new adult crime mystery thriller romance,
free vampire, free new adult vampire series, free, free free billionaire
vampire romance, free billionaire, free vampire erotic romance, free
mystery thriller, free billionaire, free immortal, free erotic vampire crime
series, free romance mystery, free human and immortal romance, free
paranormal, free erotic romance, free alpha male erotic romance, free
vampire,free erotic romance, free erotic mystery thriller erotica, new
adult, free erotic vampire romance, new adult, erotic romance, hot
romance, hot vampire romance, paranormal romance,free UK erotic
vampire, free UK romance, free UK erotic mystery, free UK erotic
thriller, UK romance, erotica, erotica mystery and thriller, thriller
romance, free vampire, free werewolf romance, free vampire romance,
vampire human romance, free vampire werewolf, free vampire human
romance, billionaire erotic romance crime mystery thriller, erotica
billionaire erotica, erotica, erotica, dominant man erotica, alpha erotica,
dominant man erotica, dominant alpha male, submissive erotica,
submissive erotica, dominant male erotica, rich man erotica, erotica,
erotica, billionaire erotica, free erotica, free erotica, rich man erotica,
free erotica romance, free romance, free erotica romance stories,
erotica, freebie billionaire erotica, billionaire erotica, free erotica,
billionaire erotica, billionaire erotica, billionaire erotica, billionaire
erotica, free erotica UK erotic romance, UK erotica, UK erotic romance,
UK romance free vampire, free vampire, free vampires, free vampire 1st
in series young adult, young adult freebie, new adult free, young adult
free bitten, freebie bitten werewolves, vampires, free vampires, free 1st
in series free erotic UK romance, free UK erotic romance, free UK
billionaire romance, free new adult romance, free young adult romance,
bad boy romance, free bad boy romance, free contemporary romance,
free crime bad boy romance, free erotic romance, free erotica, free
erotica, free erotica, erotic romance free romance, free young adults,
free alpha male billionaire, free billionaire romance books, free young
adult books, free bad boy books, free romance books, free romance
novel, free second chance romance, free steamy stories, free
contemporary romance, free fiction books, free hot steam romance, free
steam romance, free steamy stories, free contemporary adult
relationships, adult relationships, free urban, free urban romance, free
urban romance, free urban romance, free urban free urban romance,
free urban romance, free urban romance, free erotica urban romance,
free erotica, free erotica urban romance, freebie, erotica new adult,
vampire, free vampire, freebie, new adult, vampire, lycan, new adult,
romance, lycan, romance vampire, witches, new adult, new adult
witches, vampire, adult, freebie, adult freebie, free vampire
Loving Vampires - Tom Pollard 2016-02-29
Vampire characters are ubiquitous in popular culture, serving as
metaphors for society's most sensitive subjects--sexuality, gender roles,
race, ethnicity, class--and often channeling widespread fears of
immigration, crime, terrorism and addiction. This book explores pop
culture's vampires variously as sexual seducers, savage monsters, noble
protectors and drainers of human power. The author discusses three
real-life role models for vampire characters.
Red Grow the Roses - Janine Ashbless 2013-05-03
Blood lust and sexual desire; for vampires the two are inseparable.
Prepare to devour Red Grow the Roses, an explicit vampire erotica novel
with plenty of bite. There are six vampires in the city. Ageless,
terrifyingly beautiful and always hungry not just for blood but for the
other pleasures the human body offers. Sadistic chanteuse Estelle;
feckless Ben; Roisin, the mirror-ghost; Wakefield, haunted by his own

Blood Red - Sharon Page 2012-06-12
Never Been Bitten Althea Yates is a vampire hunter, skilled with the
crossbow and the stake. But she knows nothing of a man's touch--or how
to control the unladylike dreams that haunt her sleep. That is when they
come, two men of unearthly beauty who ravish her in sweet carnal
games, taking her to the precipice of exquisite desire and unimaginable
erotic pleasure. It is scandalous. Forbidden. Unholy. For her lovers are
not men, but vampires--the very beasts she and her father have sworn to
destroy. It is only a dream. . .until the elegant carriage arrives at the inn,
drawn by four black horses. Until Yannick de Wynter, Earl of Brookshire,
alights, silver-eyed, determined, and hungry for something she cannot
name. And suddenly, Althea is no longer certain whether she has had a
dream. . .or a dangerously erotic premonition. . .
Reproductions of Reproduction - Judith Roof 2014-07-10
Reproductions of Reproduction is about the loss of the paternal metaphor
and how the ensuing scramble to relocate it has set off a series of
representational crises. Examining the sudden popularity of such figures
as cyborgs, bodybuilders, and vampires; shifts in legislation about
abortion, paternity and copyright; the transition to a digital-based
society; the emergence of lesbian and gay studies; the growing
infatuation with hyper-realistic patterns in television, this book argues
that each of these manifestations represents an attempt to resituate the
paternal metaphor. While this shift affects our understandings of
everything from narratives to law to time, it also suggests a point of
potential political intervention, allowing us to identify the full
implications of these changes.
#1To Kill A Vampire (New Adult Erotic Vampire Romance) Book 1 Rachel E Rice 2018-07-01
After spending two weeks in a mental hospital, Dakota Bain can’t accept
why she was committed. 3 books in this vampire werewolf romance
series filled with thrilling action, adventure, angst, humor, love for new
adults. When she finally graduates from high school, she secures a prized
internship as a lab assistant at a prestigious research hospital for the
summer. She doesn’t realize that this internship will propel her into an
intriguing, unbelievable, and the most terrifying experience of her young
life. As Dakota prepares for her first day on the job, she thinks she can
dead-sexy-two-tales-of-vampire-erotica
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damnation; Naylor, the most feral of them all. And Reynauld is the Good
Shepherd, the one who holds them all in check. But his grip on his own
humanity is fading, and when Wakefield accidentally kills a woman and
Naylor gets the blame, a power-struggle erupts between the city s
immortal undead."
I Married a Vampire - Kim Corum 2012-07
Keri thought dating was tough but now she realizes that being married is
even harder, especially since her husband is a vampire. But it's not all
bad; the makeup sex is to die for. I Married a Vampire: A Tale of Vampire
Erotica is about a young woman who is forced to come to grips with her
unconventional relationship. Originally included in the collection, Dead
Sexy Vampire Erotica: Two Dark and Thirsty Stories, this novella is for
those who like their vampire erotica to be sexy and romantic. Please
keep in mind, however, that this book contains adult situations and
language and is intended for a mature audience.
Vampire God - Mary Y. Hallab 2010-03-30
Examines the enormous popular appeal of vampires from early Greek
and Slavic folklore to present-day popular culture.
Un-Dead TV - Brad Middleton 2015-02-05
Vampires are ubiquitous in our popular culture--from movies to
television, in fiction and art, and even within the hallowed halls of
academia. But in the not-so-distant past, these undead creatures held
more fear than fascination; they lived in the shadows and were the stuff
of nightmares. In 1897, Bram Stoker introduced Dracula to the Western
world--and our concept of vampires was changed forever. For over sixty
years, the undead have bled the television airwaves, appearing in every
type of programming imaginable. Un-Dead TV catalogues over one
thousand unique vampire appearances—and is the first book of its kind
to explore this phenomenon to the extent that it truly deserves.
Lords of the Were - Bianca D'Arc 2021-06-21
Allie is about to discover a heritage of power…and blood…werecreatures,
magic, and a misguided vampire who wants to kill two men who could be
the loves of her life. Allie was adopted. She had always known it, but
when a mysterious older woman shows up and invites her to learn about
her birth family, things take a turn for the odd. Then Allie meets the
Lords. Twin Alpha werewolves who rule over all North American
werecreatures, Rafe and Tim may look exactly alike, but Allie can tell
them apart from the moment they first meet. She’s not sure what to think
when they both want to claim her as their mate. They are dominant, sexy,
and all too ready to play games of the most delicious kind with her, but
when a rogue vampire threatens her safety, they jump to her defense. It
will take all of them working together, to stop the evil that has invaded
their territory. Can they trust in each other and the power of their new
love to prevail? Or will an ancient enemy win the day and usher evil
incarnate back into the world? Note: This is the first book in the Tales of
the Were series, which stretches out to encompass several related
storylines and sub-series that follow different sets of characters in
different parts of the world. Sub-series include: Tales of the Were – The
Others Tales of the Were – Redstone Clan Tales of the Were – String of
Fate Tales of the Were – Grizzly Cove Tales of the Were – Gift of the
Ancients Tales of the Were – Jaguar Island Tales of the Were – Big Wolf
Tales of the Were – Lick of Fire Tales of the Were – Gemini Project Tales
of the Were – Guardians of the Dark ...and the related series…
Brotherhood of Blood
The Mammoth Book of Vampire Romance - Trisha Telep 2009-06-01
Paranormal romance is a supernatural force to be reckoned with.
Although packed with a menagerie of werewolves, shapeshifters and
assorted demons, its undisputed king is none other than our favourite
centuries-old bloodsucker - the vampire. We're now living in a post-Buffy
world of dark urban fantasy à la Laurell K. Hamilton's Anita Blake,
Sherrilyn Kenyon's irresistible Dark Hunters and the blood-lusting soul
mates of Christine Feehan. But it doesn't stop there. This Mammoth
collection opens a vein to reveal the mind-boggling scope of the
supercharged phenomenon created when vampires met romance. Let the
biggest and brightest names in the paranormal romance business take
you hot on the haemoglobin trail of the sexiest creatures of the night.
Witness the bewildering array of complex vampire codes of conduct, dark
ritual and dating practices, as they chat up the locals and engage in the
most erotic encounters you will sink your teeth into this side of un-Death.
These ain't your mother's vampires!
A Taste of Desire - Beverley Kendall 2020-03-24
Thomas Armstrong vows only the loss of his faculties could ever convince
him to take Amelia Bertram under his care during her father’s absence
from England. Sadly, that loss does occur… the moment Lady Amelia
publicly states that rumors of his exalted sexual prowess are more fable
dead-sexy-two-tales-of-vampire-erotica

than fact. Responding like any man with an ounce of pride would, he
picks up the gauntlet she threw down on the ballroom floor. After the
death of her mother, Amelia Bertram is further devastated by the
withdrawal of her father’s love. To survive the double heartbreak, she
walls off her emotions. Now, her social faux pas finds her sharing a roof
with the very man who took her place in her father’s affections…the man
her father hopes one day to call son. In the seclusion of his country
estate, Thomas glimpses in Amelia a vulnerability buried beneath a
mountain of jealousy and pain. In turn, she discovers the ton’s ‘golden
Greek god’ is more than the sum of rumor and innuendo. Soon a fire
ignites between them not even a deluge from the Thames can extinguish.
Can they set aside their plans—his for revenge, hers to escape—to forge
a love powerful enough to surmount his pride and crumble the walls
surrounding her heart? *Reissue. Originally published by Kensington
Publishing in 2011
Encyclopedia of the Vampire: The Living Dead in Myth, Legend,
and Popular Culture - S. T. Joshi 2010-11-04
An exhaustive work covering the full range of topics relating to vampires,
including literature, film and television, and folklore. • Nearly 240 A–Z
entries on all aspects of vampirism • Photographs and illustrations of
vampire films, television shows, and other matters relating to vampires •
Brief bibliographies referring the reader to secondary sources on
individual entries • A general bibliography of scholarship on vampires
The Tale of the Body Thief - Anne Rice 2010-11-17
In a gripping feat of storytelling, Anne Rice continues the extraordinary
Vampire Chronicles that began with the now-classic Interview with the
Vampire. For centuries, Lestat—vampire-hero, enchanter, seducer of
mortals—has been a courted prince in the dark and flourishing universe
of the living dead. Now he is alone. And in his overwhelming need to
destroy his doubts and his loneliness, Lestat embarks on the most
dangerous enterprise he has undertaken in all the years of his haunted
existence. Look for a special preview of Anne Rice’s Prince Lestat in the
back of the book. The Vampire Chronicles continue in Prince Lestat and
the Realms of Atlantis, available for pre-order now. Praise for The Tale of
the Body Thief “Tinged with mystery, full of drama . . . The story is
involving, the twists surprising.”—People “Rice is our modern messenger
of the occult, whose nicely updated dark-side passion plays twist and
turn in true Gothic form.”—San Francisco Chronicle “Fast-paced . . . .
mesmerizing . . . silkenly sensuous . . . No one writing today matches her
deftness with the erotic.”—The Atlanta Journal-Constitution “Hypnotic . .
. masterful.”—Cosmopolitan
Romance Fiction - Kristin Ramsdell 2012
Presents a comprehensive guide for librarians and readers' advisors,
provides a brief history of the romance novel, and offers reading lists and
subgenre definitions.
Tall, Dark, and Vampire - Sara Humphreys 2013-08-06
"Shines with fascinating new characters... Readers will not want to wait
for more from the very talented Humphreys!"—RT Book Reviews, 4 1⁄2
Stars, Top Pick of the Month Olivia thought her one true love was
dead—until he shows up at her popular Greenwich Village vampire club
to investigate a murder. They'd been separated for centuries, but when
she sees Doug again, Olivia's heart knows she'd rather die than lose him
again. The last person Olivia expected to turn up at her club was her one
true love. It would normally be great to see him, except he's been dead
for centuries. Olivia really thought she had moved on with her immortal
life, but as soon as she sees Doug Paxton, she knows she'd rather die
than lose him again. And that's a real problem... Doug is a no-nonsense
cop by day, but his nights are tormented by dreams of a gorgeous
redhead who's so much a part of him, she seems to be in his blood. When
he meets Olivia face-to-face, long-buried memories begin to surface. She
might be the answer to his prayers...or she might be the dead of him. The
Dead in the City Series: Tall, Dark, and Vampire (Book 1) Vampire
Trouble (Book 2) Vampires Never Cry Wolf (Book 3) The Good, the Bad,
and the Vampire (Book 4) Praise for Untamed: "Humphreys's spectacular
talent is on full display. She writes scenes with such clarity that you will
feel as if you are...witnessing all the action and romance firsthand. This
series is getting better which each book."—RT Book Reviews, 4 1⁄2 stars
"The characters are well-developed, the twist and turns of the plot are
well-crafted, and the situations are alternately funny, action-packed, and
sensual."—Fresh Fiction "An excellent paranormal romance with
awesome world building and strong leads."—The Romance Reviews
The Sweetest Kiss - D. L. King 2009-09-14
Vampires have a timeless allure, mesmerizing us in every medium from
books and graphic novels to movies and television shows. Immortal,
eternally beautiful, strong, and sexy, these creatures take what they
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need, stealing the life force from those unlucky enough to cross their
paths — or from those whose luck leads them to the most thrilling
experience of their lives. Edited by noted erotica writer D. L. King, The
Sweetest Kiss takes readers into shadowy alleys, dark bedrooms, and
more mysterious spaces to experience the frisson of terror and delight
that only a vampire can produce. Mostly straight, these stories also
feature bi and queer vampires satisfying their lust in contemporary and
period settings. These blood-drenched tales give new meaning to the
term "dead sexy" and feature beautiful bloodsuckers whose desires go
far beyond blood.
The Erotic Thriller in Contemporary Cinema - Linda Ruth Williams
2005
This bold and original book examines in detail a relatively new genre of
film--the erotic thriller. Linda Ruth Williams traces the genre's
exploitation of pornography and noir, discusses mainstream stars
(including Michael Douglas and Sharon Stone) as well as genre-branded
direct-to-video stars, charts the work of key producers and directors, and
considers home videos as a distinct form of viewing pleasure. She maps
the history of the genre, analyzing hundreds of movies from blockbusters
such as Basic Instinct, Fatal Attraction, and In the Cut to straight-tovideo film titles such as Carnal Crimes, Sins of Desire, and Night Eyes.
Williams's witty and illuminating readings tell the story of this
sensational genre and contribute to the analysis of mainstream screen
sex--and its censorship--at the beginning of the 21st century. She shows
that as the erotic thriller plays out the sexual fantasies of contemporary
America, it also provides a vehicle for marketing those fantasies globally.
Dead Sexy - Lulu M. Sylvian 2019-08-13
Peter wants to fix his life, problem is: he’s dead. Life doesn’t give you doovers, but does the afterlife? Believe in love after life. Gillian Denver has
a unique talent, and it’s not her ability to depict the systems of the body
accurately and artistically. She can talk to spirits, only she doesn’t
realize it. Peter Keith, a one-time TV sitcom star whose career dissolved
from A-lister hunk, to out of shape, straight-to-cable-movie D-lister has a
problem. Peter regrets decisions he made in his life, and would like a doover. He convinces Gillian to help him. One little problem, Peter is dead.
Thinking it’s her overactive imagination causing her reoccurring dreams
about Peter to spill into daylight hours, Gillian finds herself talking to
him while she works. Together they begin to recreate Peter’s life by
writing a book the way he wishes things had worked out. Gillian is not
fully convinced that Peter is anything more than something she made up,
a glorified imaginary friend, a new muse. Gillian’s feelings for Peter
complicate her relationships with the living. She is afraid the love she
has for Peter will never be enough because she cannot give him what he
really needs, a resolution to the life he wasn’t ready to leave.
Covet - Felicity Heaton 2020-10-10
The hottest vampire romance series you'll read this year! Step behind the
curtain of Vampirerotique and discover a dangerously seductive world of
vampires, shifters, fae and angels in this series of passionate pageturning forbidden romances. They've burned for each other for two
years, the forbidden attraction between them growing each night. Now
resisting the sinful desires of their hearts is becoming impossible. Javier
knows better than to succumb to his hunger for Lilah, a mortal female
belonging to a powerful patron of Vampirerotique, the theatre he runs
with three other vampires. A single touch is all it would take to break the
sacred law of his kind, sentencing himself to death, but his passion for
her has become too fierce to ignore. He will risk everything to claim
Lilah. Lilah has fought her desire for Javier, but each glance he steals,
his eyes promising pleasure and so much more, ignites a fire inside her
that will no longer be denied. She will risk everything to win his heart
and her freedom. When their resistance burns away in the heat of a wild
moment, what will await them--the eternity they desire or death? If you
love passionate, steamy paranormal romances with no cliffhangers and
no cheating, and plenty of bite, then you won't be able to put down this
addictive series of vampire romances from an NY Times and USA Today
best-selling author of over 60 books! Grab your copy now and get ready
to scorch your e-reader with this hot vampire romance. Covet is the first
book in the London Vampires romance series. This paranormal romance
features a vampire hero who has been craving one of his employees for
years, a mortal heroine who secretly wants him too, and a forbidden love
that might cost them everything, together with a cast of vampires and
their luxurious vampire theatre in London. Plus, lots of steamy scenes!
All London Vampires books have no cliffhangers, a guaranteed happily
ever after, and some strong language. Enjoy! Enter the dark, sinful and
seductive world of the four vampire owners of London's premier vampire
theatre, Vampirerotique, and discover how these powerful vampires will
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be brought to their knees by the women who claim their hearts in this
passionate, intense and thrilling vampire romance series from New York
Times and USA Today best-selling paranormal romance author Felicity
Heaton: Book 1: Covet Book 2: Crave Book 3: Seduce Book 4: Enslave
Book 5: Bewitch Book 6: Unleash keywords: paranormal, paranormal
romance, paranormal romance books for adults, vampire, vampires,
vampire romance, forbidden romance, forbidden love, immortals,
immortal romance, fantasy romance, alpha hero, strong heroine, action,
long series, adventure, no cliffhangers, guaranteed HEA, happily ever
after, first in series
Perverse Titillation - Danny Shipka 2011-07-25
The exploitation film industry of Italy, Spain and France during the
height of its popularity from 1960 to 1980 is the focus of this
entertaining history. With subject matter running the gamut from Italian
zombies to Spanish werewolves to French lesbian vampires, the shocking
and profoundly entertaining motion pictures of the “Eurocult” genre are
discussed from the standpoint of the films and the filmmakers, including
such internationally celebrated auteurs as Mario Bava, Jess Franco, Jean
Rollin and Paul Naschy. The Eurocult phenomenon is also examined in
relation to the influences that European culture and environment have
had on the world of exploitation cinema. The author’s insight and
expertise contribute to a greater understanding of what made these films
special—and why they have remained so popular to later generations.
Vampire Legends in Contemporary American Culture - William Patrick
Day 2014-07-11
While vampire stories have been part of popular culture since the
beginning of the nineteenth century, it has been in recent decades that
they have become a central part of American culture. Vampire Legends
in Contemporary American Culture looks at how vampire stories -- from
Bram Stoker's Dracula to Blacula, from Bela Lugosi's films to Love at
First Bite -- have become part of our ongoing debate about what it means
to be human. William Patrick Day looks at how writers and filmmakers as
diverse as Anne Rice and Andy Warhol present the vampire as an
archetype of human identity, as well as how many post-modern vampire
stories reflect our fear and attraction to stories of addiction and violence.
He argues that contemporary stories use the character of Dracula to
explore modern values, and that stories of vampire slayers, such as the
popular television series Buffy the Vampire Slayer, integrate current
feminist ideas and the image of the Vietnam veteran into a new heroic
version of the vampire story.
The Druid Series - Marata Eros 2014-05-06
All three volumes in one: REAPERS: The vampires are a dying race, their
females sterile. When it's discovered that human females of Druid
ancestry can be viable breeders...the harvest begins. Rachel Collins is a
young woman living in the frozen north of Alaska in a dead-end job with
a circular life. She yearns for something more. When murders begin
taking place in the city where she lives, she and her girlfriend try to be
more cautious, only to be caught in the middle of a dangerous situation
in which an unlikely savior emerges. Can Rachel escape her destiny
while two different factions hunt her? BLED: When Rachel is taken by
Zach of the rogue she is determined to resist him. But her unique Druid
biology controls her and she slips perilously close to succumbing. Cole
searches for the one Druid that can make his life complete. While his
comrade Nathan, in a heroic maneuver to help him, suffers at the hands
of their sadistic ruler, Alexander. While searching for Cole, Nathan
discovers another Druid in the wrong place at the wrong time. Could she
be the catalyst that brings two enemies together? Is Holly more than she
seems? HARVEST: Rachel and Holly escape from Alexander's clutches
only to fall into the hands of his Reapers. Can Cole and Zach save their
chosen before they are claimed by another? Will the Druid women fulfill
their destiny to change the race of vampire forever?
Brotherhood of Blood - Bianca D'Arc 2010
Three individual tales of vampire lust.
Vampire Vacation - C. J. Ellisson 2010
After Vivian, a 580-year-old vampire, discovers a corpse in a locked guest
room of her resort minutes before the next arrivals, her human husband,
Rafe, hides the body, convinced he and Vivian can find the culprit
without disturbing their guests. But juggling the increasingly outrageous
demands of their customers while tracking a killer isn't easy.
The Encyclopedia of Vampires, Werewolves, and Other Monsters Rosemary Guiley 2004
Monsters and shape-shifters have always held a special fascination in
mythologies, legends, and folklore the world over. From ancient customs
to famous cases of beasts and vampires and their reflections in popular
culture, 600 entries provide definitions, explanations, and lists of
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suggested further reading.
A Tangle of Hearts - Bella Forrest 2017-05-16
Hearts will tangle, romance will ignite... Continue the journey in A
Tangle of Hearts. Order now! *Beware of spoilers in the reviews below
that are without spoiler alerts*
Seductress - D. L. King 2012-10-16
In this deliciously dangerous paranormal collection, D.L King presents
stories that will shock and entice. A lineup of top authors focus on the allpowerful succubus, a sexual vampire who is as beautiful as she is deadly,
and the victims who tremble with fear and desire. Readers will be
enraptured by these dark, atmospheric tales of sex and seduction.
Steeped in mystery, desire and sensuality, Seductress is sure to sate
readers' cravings.
The Nightlife New York - Travis Luedke 2014-02-03
The Nightlife Series is violent, sexy, and occasionally violently sexy.
Vampires, strippers, escorts, night clubs, pimps and dirty cops – the
Nightlife New York is never boring. Aaron Pilan’s life is forever changed
when he’s shot trying to rescue a drop-dead gorgeous woman on the
streets of New York. Aaron is thrust into the shocking world of vampiric
slavery when Michelle shares her blood to save his life. Michelle's
existence as a solitary vampire is also altered when she accepts this
naive young man into her life. Bound by her blood, Aaron is subject to
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her authority. He walks a tightrope of strictly controlled feeding
regiments and intense sexual adventures while catering to the neurotic
control-freak tendencies of his new master. She vows to eliminate him if
he proves too difficult to control. This story is bold and evocative,
infusing blood, sex, love and turmoil in an urban drama about two
vampires battling evil outside and within themselves. ˃˃˃ “If you like your
vampires vicious and bloody, and your erotica with a plot, this is the book
for you.” ˃˃˃ “Luedke brings his main characters to life, both incredibly
flawed and powerfully charismatic, with a wonderful writing style, in this
unique twist on the Vampire.” ˃˃˃ “This is unlike any vampire tale I have
ever read, and is as far removed from Bram Stoker's Dracula, as New
York is from Transylvania. Travis Luedke has fashioned a compelling tale
of love, passion, violence and steamy hot sex, set against the backdrop of
the Big Apple.” Find out what happens in the first novel of the Nightlife
Series...bite into your copy today!
Undead and Unwed - MaryJanice Davidson 2004-03-02
First Betsy Taylor loses her job, then she's killed in a car accident. But
what really bites is that she can't seem to stay dead. And now her new
friends have the ridiculous idea that Betsy is the prophesied vampire
queen, and they want her help in overthrowing the most obnoxious
power-hungry vampire in five centuries.
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